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Abstract 
In the urban sustainability context, there is a growing concern about social, economic, and environmental costs of sprawling 
urban development patterns.Idle landis one indicator of that sprawl. This paper aims to investigate the relation of urban physical 
growth to the expansion of idle land and its effects to the urban environment sustainability. This paper also examines the land 
rejuvenation as the method to manage the growth of idle lands in urban areas. This paper takes Bandung Metropolitan Area 
(BMA), one of the metropolitan areas in Indonesia that has basin shape restricted to the urban physical expansion, as a case 
study. This paper uses system dynamic approach in simulating the behaviour of urban physical growth, the idle land expansions, 
and their effects to the urban carrying capacity. This research finds that the urban achieved more sustainable from the potential 
management of physically vacant lands, abandoned buildings, critical land management, increasing revenue, and reduced 
conflict. The simulation result also finds that BMA will not be sustainedwhen the population grows and continuously occupies 
the preservation and conservation lands (PCL) in outskirt as urban carrying capacity. It is especially in 2051 when PCLwill be 
reduced and continuously degrade under 30% of green area as spatial planning requirement, unless the rejuvenation of the idle 
lands is implemented as the interventions to manage this sprawl urban areas.By using idle land rejuvenation, urban will be more 
sustainable andpeople could live in high quality of urban environment. 
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1. Introduction 
The population growth in Indonesia has been increasing year by year. The greater the population number, the 
higher demand for living space, mostly in developing countries such as Indonesia. The high demand of living space 
occurs both in urban and rural areas. However, urban areas tend to grow to suburb, known as suburbanization. This 
suburbanization causes the urban growth which is randomly spread/sprawl. Furthermore, the sprawls grow 
uncontrollable. This is caused by the limited number of the existing land in the center of city.   
Urban sprawl is related to the distribution of idle lands.  Urban idle lands that occur in the center of the city to 
outskirts aredone by speculators, who intentionally and unintentionally abandon these lands. Lands in suburbs are 
relatively low in price. These lands are the options of settlements, when the lands in the center of the city become 
rare and expensive. Usually, the land speculators wait to construct this land or sell this land when the market price is 
profitable [1]. Idle lands can also be caused by a land ownership dispute or by discrepancy between land use and the 
spatial planning. The lands ownership dispute has resulted in unutilizedand even abandonedlands. The discrepancy 
of land use is not in accordance with the land use planning. The various reasons for these discrepancies make people 
not use theirlands, even they do land clearing and abandon it [2]. In addition, due to the economic and population 
growth, the more expensive the urban areas, the more the land areas are abandoned [3].  
Those situations occur in Bandung [3] [4], as one of metropolitan cities in Indonesia. Bandung Metropolitan Area 
(BMA) has a basin formthatrestricts the urban physical growth. BMA had population about 9.3 million people in 
2012 with 2.96% of population growth, whereas urban growth was about 65.8 thousands hectares and 4.92% of 
urban physical growth [5] [6]. The urban physical growth is bigger than the population growth. However, because of 
the population densityincrease, the growth ideally should be equalor even smaller.It means that there is wasteful 
land use in the suburbs. The conditions of wasting lands are for residential, industrial, used or unused, and 
abandoned lands. 
The wastinglands in BMA occurs in center, suburbs, and outskirts.These conditions will lead to the 
unsustainability of urban development. The urban growth continuously occupies preservation and conservation 
lands (PCL) in outskirt, as urban carrying capacity [3]. Besides, without other resourcessupports from the other 
cities, the city has to fulfill its self-sustaining system [7]. 
Based on the National Land Agency of Republic of Indonesia 2010 data, the indicated idle lands, both in urban 
and non-urban area, was recorded 1,218,554.73 hectares in 2006, and recorded 1,578,915.061 hectares in 2007. 
Then, in 2010, the idle lands were inventoried using the other method that there were around 7.3 million hectares of 
190 million hectares idle lands in Indonesia land areas. The data was obtained after identifying more carefully and 
systematically by using image analysis throughout Indonesia. These idle lands were found both in forest and non-
forest. 
The idle lands are related to the problems of society, especially farmers in the outskirts. The farmers are losing 
their land as a source of livelihood. For example, as the result of Census of Agriculturein 2003, Central Bureau of 
Statistics mentions thatthe number of land tenure by the landless household farmers is less than 0.5 hectares, either 
they own the land or they rent the land. This situation increasedto 2.6% per year in the interval 1993 to 2003. The 
result of the Census of Agriculture in 2013 statedthat the number of landless household farmers losing their land was 
19 million in 2003 and 14.2 million in 2013.  
The more migrants occupy the farmers settlements, and the more farmlands decrease progressively.The 
decreasing farmlands meansthe loss of farmers’ income. On the other hand, the revenue of the idle lands is 
undervalued compared to the land that is used, for example the revenue of the land and building tax, value added tax 
from land exploitation, and others [8]. This means that the environmental economic aspects has influenced the 
problems of idle lands in urban areas. 
The relation of urban physic and idle lands distribution is inverted each other. The urban growth leads the idle 
lands distribution. However, in outskirt area that is predicted to grow, the speculators buy the agricultural lands at 
low prices. If the players are housing developers, they will build little houses/buildings. Then, local government has 
to build or extend the road access quality. Although development could be predicted from the regional planning, the 
growth leads to be sprawl and could be in any direction. This means that there is a transfer of income from taxpayer 
to speculators [3]. 
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Based on ecology perspectives, land-use changeshave caused high surface flow. The surface flow occurs when 
precipitation has exceeded soil infiltration rate, as expressed by [9] and [10] about the rise of critical land in 
Bandung basin. These changes lead to higher water discharge in surface flow. The height of this surface flow causes 
higher soil erosion. Urban water resources from rivers and lakes have turbidity and sedimentation in some segments 
of the river. It also makes more serious flooding problem that has been existed prior to Bandung Basin. There are 
many vacant lands and critical lands in urban areas associated with the idle lands. 
This paper attempts to arrange the behavior of urban physical growth, its urban sustainability, andthe idle land 
rejuvenation for sustainable urban development. The management of idle lands is not only re-used but also turned 
into ‘green’ development. This paradigm shift will increase the value added of idle land, if it is re-used or recycled, 
even more higher profit will be gainde if it is included in urban development program [3]. 
2. Methodology 
At present, the idle lands management is handled linearly, bythe re-use of idle lands. However, idle lands occur 
continuously.This condition indicates as the un-linear idle lands problems.This researchuses the dynamicssystem 
instrument. The system dynamicscould help and simulate a complex, dynamic, any feedback, and un-linear 
characteristic problem [11]. This research appropriately uses the system dynamics in examining the relation and the 
causal loop of the urban idle lands, infrastructure development, revenue from land tax, and urban physical growth, in 
order to simulate the trendof urban growth, in current conditions or business as usual. Then, based on that business 
as usual, the interventions are made by the idle land rejuvenation in order to be more sustainable. 
 
Fig 1. BMA physical growth 1991 – 2012, processed from [5] 
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The case of study is Bandung Metropolitan Area (BMA) which consists of Bandung City as a capital city of West 
Java, Indonesia,five districts(Kota Bandung, Kota Cimahi, Kabupaten Bandung, Kabupaten Bandung Barat, and part 
of Kabupaten Sumedang: District of Tanjungsari, Cimanggung, Jatinangor, and Sukasari), and eight sub-watersheds. 
The BMA has limits to grow due to Bandung basin topography which has a boundary around it. 
The data used is textual and spatial data with the series from 1994 to 2012 [5] and the cost of road infrastructure 
data [12]. This research uses all districts to study theurban idle land management and its relation to sustainable 
urban form. Figure 1 illustates the administrative boundary of BMA, BMA physical growth from 1991 to 2012, and 
BMA sprawl pattern. Figure 1 shows that BMA sprawl spatially follows the pattern of the access road [3] [4]. 
The handheld Global Positioning System/GPS measuring devices and the map work were used for survey 
mapping the pattern of idle lands. Geographic Information Systems/GIS was used as instrument analysis for map 
processing and spatial analysis, and a system dynamics modeling. 
3. Results and Discussions 
3.1. Today idle land management 
There are 4 types idle lands defined in this research: physical idle lands, economical idle lands, ecological idle 
lands, and social idle lands. Physical idle lands are defined as the function of lands, intentional or 
unintentionalunused.Economical idle lands arethe lands that have not added the urban revenue because ofthe 
unpayment or miss-payment of taxes.The definition of ecological idle land isthe risks of physical aspects for urban 
population, as a result of previous use (for example, former industrial) or critical lands (erosion or landslides), then 
it needs a recovery.Then, social idle lands aresubject/owner who does not occupy the land/absentee. An idle parcel 
can be idle by physical, economical, ecological, or social manner.  
The percentage of idle land spread in BMA, in 15 sample locations, is shown in Table 1. After the process of 
sample locations is generalized, the total area of idle land spread in urban physical, ecological, economical, and 
social idle lands potential in BMA is described in Table 2. This research finds that BMA would be more sustainable, 
if there are 33% of the physical idle land, 31% of the critical idle land, 23% of the economical idle land, and 1% of 
the social idle land, as potential considerations in urban development. The physical idle lands are managed by re-
using the vacant lands or renovating and re-usingthe abandoned buildings or old buildings in center areas. The 
economical idle lands will generate urban revenue, especially from land tax. The ecological idle lands are managed 
by critical land management, then erosion, water resources quality/surface water turbidity, and floods will be 
minimized. Eventually, the social idle lands are the potential terms to reduce the conflict from idle lands. On the 
other hands, based on the research interview, public knowledge of the abandoned land law influences people to 
abandon their lands. 
Table 1.Percentage of idle landsin 15 sample locations 
Parts North Access West Access South Access East Access 
Centre Sample1 
7,62% 
Inner Suburban Sample 2 
11,61% 
Sample 3 
17,42% 
Sample 4 
5,96% 
Sample 5 
8,30% 
Sampel 15 
51,25% 
Outer Suburban Sample 6 
42,22% 
Sample 7 
6,07% 
Sample 8 
7,37% 
Sample 9 
45,05% 
Sample 14 
3,42% 
Outskirts Sample 10 
41,72% 
Sample 11 
51,55% 
Sample 12 
8,99% 
Sample 13 
71,93% 
Source: [3] revised 
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Table 2. Physical, ecological, economical, and social idle lands potential in BMA 
 BMA Area (ha) Area (ha) % 
Physical idle lands 
345.417,13 
116.489,20 33,72 % 
Economical idle lands 81.660,20 23,64 % 
Ecological idle lands 108.703,39 31,47 % 
Social idle lands 3.179,15 0,92 % 
Source: processed from primary survey 
 
Today, there is no idle land management as a system thoroughly. Since the population is growing, the idle lands 
are shown by the continuous increase of urban physical areas growth and PCL decrease. It shows that the urban 
growth has exceeded the urban carrying capacity, as a model in Figure 2 (a). The results of simulation are the city 
continuously growing, pushing PCL out, and then consuming the whole of BMA areas. The prediction of model 
isthat the PCL will be reduced and continuously decrease below 30% green area (urban conservation), which is in 
line with the requirement of spatial planning for urban carrying capacity. This situation is predicted in 2051. This 
business in usual condition means that the city is unsustainable, Figure 2 (b).  
 
 
Fig. 2. (a) Causal loop diagram of business as usual; (b) Simulation result 
The relations of urban physic, PCL areas, and land tax revenue are the dynamics linkagesystem (thinkingsystems). 
The subsystems in Figure 2 show that: 
a. R1: The wider the physical city, the greater the physical growth of the city, as shown by the positive effect (+). 
This means that more availabilityof lands supply for growing cities leads to the wider physical growth of the 
city. Otherwise, the larger the physical growth of the city, the wider the physical area of the city, described as a 
positive influence(+). 
b. B4: The wider the physical city, the higher the ratio of landuse, described as a positive effect (+). If the ratio of 
landuse is higher, compared with the remaining land availability in the BMA (BMA area), it will reduce the 
growth of cities, described as a negative influence (-). This relationship shows that the physical growth of the 
city will restrict up to the hills/mountains around the BMA. 
c. R2: The wider the physical city, the greater income fromurban land taxes, as shown by the positive effect (+). 
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This is due to the fact that the value of urban land is higher than the agricultural land in the suburban and 
outskirts. Land tax values are even higher. The higher the revenue from land taxes, the wider it is used to build 
the physical city, as shown by the positive influence(+). 
d. The more extensive physical city will further depress PCL area, as shown by the negative effect (-). 
e. B3: The more narrow the PCL area, the lower the naturalPCL change, as shown by the positive effect (+). If the 
rate of natural PCL change is lower, PCL will be widened (-). 
The increasing number of population needs higher demand for living space.The high demand of living space 
occurs both in urban and rural areas. However, urban areas tend to grow to suburb, which is known as 
suburbanization. Urban physical growth showsthe forms of sprawl, especially in BMA. The causes of urban sprawl 
related to land management are: 
a. The capital gain from property/land influences people investment. Property/land investment is considered as the 
most profitable and safest. Property/land prices continuouslyincreasecomparedto purchase price, and it is 
greater than the inflation rate. Furthermore, other benefits are derived from the land utilization (rental income), 
like rent a warehouse, building, houses, apartments, and home-store/shop, rented house/boarding house, and 
even vacant land leases. Therefore, land speculation continues to occur in the center, suburbs, and outskirts, 
either utilized or abandoned. 
b. The cheapness of the agricultural land price in the suburbs. The combination of the condition, easy to buy the 
agriculture land and spatial planning, allows the government to have policy on fuel subsidies. The cheaper the 
price of car/motorcycle trading, the easier the provision of road networks by governments. These situations lead 
to the urban sprawl. 
c. Land tenure has becomesmaller, andthere are many lands parcel (land fragmented) and land conversion. 
Population growth leads people to acquire land to live and have activities, i.e. housing needs. In agriculture 
areas, lands are fragmented to be inherited to the children/grandchildren, or to be sold. The housing needs and 
the inefficient smaller agricultural land will encourage the land use change. The land conversion from 
agricultural into non-agricultural becomes uncontrolled. 
d. Public consumption in single houses (landed houses) behavior. Vertical settlement is not yet a need now. 
3.2. The intervention of the idle landby rejuvenation 
The interventions have been given to the business in order to improve the undesirable conditions. There are 
structural interventions and the functional intervention in the dynamic system models. The structural intervention is 
the application of environmental economics, and the functional intervention is the application of urban boundaries. 
The application of environmental economic in this research is the PCL incentives. The impact of urban growth leads 
to the external costs of BMA society, especially people/farmers who have preservation and conservation land. For 
efficiency, the urban benefited from PCL must pay.  
The PCL incentives will gradually impactto the change of land value that is considered cheap. Then, the land can 
be easily bought.It will change the landuse, and the land is even speculated to become idle lands. This intervention 
makes the land values become higher. The increase of PCL land values would maintain and even increase the extent 
of PCL. 
The higher PCL land value will reduce the high interest of peoples investations on PCL. In other hand, the urban 
boundaries also impacton PCL which will not be converted into non-agricultural use. Investment in PCL becomes 
uninteresting. Therefore, the inflation rate and the increase of land price will decline from the current, where BMA 
has higher inflation than the average inflation in Indonesia (10.29%). The changes in the purchasing power of the 
land and the declining inflation rate will encouragepeople to invest in other sectors that are more productive for 
saving. 
The inflation rate is determined by the forces of demand and supply for goods and services reflecting the 
behavior of market participants or people. One of the factors that affect people's behavior is the inflation expectation 
in the future. The expectations of high inflation will encourage people to divert their financial assets into real assets, 
such as lands, houses, and other consumer goods. On the other hand, the low inflation expectations will provide 
incentives for people to save and invest in productive sectors [14]. 
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The model is interfered by physical urban spatial restriction/zoning/urban boundariesand incentives for the PCL 
subsystem (environment economy applications). The idle lands rejuvenation model intervenesthe business in 
dynamics linkagesystem (thinkingsystems). The model for urban sustainability in this study can be illustrated in 
Figure 3. 
  
Fig. 3. (a) Causal loop diagram of intervention scenario; (b) Simulation result 
Subsystemsof the model in Figure 3 (a), are added from business, showing that: 
a. B5 is a structural intervention scenarios: the increase in PCL value effect of the incentives grant does not occur 
directly (delay).PCL incentives affect PCL value, and the increase in PCL value affectsthe change and inflation 
rates, as shown by the positive effect (+). Furthermore, the increase in PCL value will affect the natural PCL 
rate (-). 
b. The urban boundariesare the functional intervention scenarios of urban physic. 
The simulation results show that the city grows more sustainable, Figure 3 (b). All intervention scenarios are the 
idle land rejuvenation. The result shows that PCLandthe urban physic grow limit to success,do not exceed the city 
restrictions. PCLarea is also maintained when the city will grow widely until urban boundaries, and then starting to 
grow vertically. 
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Fig 4.The idle land rejuvenation sceme for urban sustainable 
The interventions method for the idle land management sustainability is idle land rejuvenation, which is the 
concept of idle lands management. It is not only re-using the idle lands but also improving the idle land by 
considering the environment, economy, and socialaspect, through the followings: (1) PCL incentives, (2) physical 
urban spatial restriction/urban boundaries and infill development, (3) revenue optimizationfrom land tax and land 
value,(4) land banking for land value, land supply, and land trustee consolidation needs [14], and also (5) ordinance 
or regulation support and (6) community participation. 
4. Conclusion 
Theconclusions of this research are, first, the urban is more sustainable from the potential management of 
physically vacant lands, abandoned buildings, critical land management, increasing revenue, reduced conflict, and 
public knowledge of the abandoned land. 
Second, BMA is unsustainable city when idle land management is only handled linearly. These idle lands occur 
continuously because of many factors, i.e. spatial planning factor, environmental economics factor, land economics 
factor, and social factor. 
Third, by using idle land rejuvenation, BMA has challenge to be sustainedandpeople in BMA could live in high 
quality urban environment. There is a combination of strategic policies including re-use and re-cycle idle lands, limit 
the urban physical growth and make the infill development, the application of environmental economics, 
optimization of land value and land tax, land banking for land value, land supply, and land trustee consolidation 
needs, and also ordinance or regulation support and community participation. One policy with other policies affect 
each other and they are performed together in priority that the whole can be implemented.The urban idle lands 
rejuvenation results positive impact: maintain the carrying capacity of PCL, urban people live in a quality 
environment, people investment changes into more productive investment, and more optimal economic growth. 
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